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SYNTACTIC CONGRUENCES
AND SYNTACTIC ALGEBRAS (*)
by Johannes ARZ (1)
Communicated by J. BERSTEL

Résumé. — On prouve quelques propositions sur les congruences syntactiques et les algèbres
syntactiques. On définit la notion de la séparabilité des langages. Les résultats obtenus nous donnent
des relations entre les algèbres syntactiques, introduites par C. Reutenauer, et les algèbres des
monoïdes syntactiques, introduites par E. Shamir et G. Hotz.
Enfin, en analysant la construction d'une version non-déterministique d'un langage, on trouve une
relation supplémentaire entre les algèbres syntactiques et les monoïdes syntactiques.
Abstract. — This paper gives new results about syntactic congruences and algebras. Especially,
the notion of separability makes clear the connection between the syntactic algebra, defined by
C. Reutenauer, and the algebra of the syntactic monoid, defined by E. Shamir and G. Hotz.
Further, the construction of a nondeterministic version of any language gives another relation
between syntactic algebras and syntactic monoids.
INTRODUCTION

It has been introduced by E. Shamir [7] a monoid algebra R [M] over a ring
R, where M is the set of all so far as possible cancelled expressions of nested
parentheses. He proved, that all context free languages are of the form
L = v~i (Ky) for a homomorphism v and a coset Ky in R [Af].
G. Hotz has heighted this results by dealing with B [MD], where B is the
Boolean semiring and MD the syntactic monoid of the Dyck language. His
main idea was the use of zero divisors computing in his algebra. He called
B [MD] the syntactic algebra [3, 4],
Later, C. Reutenauer has defined an algebra over a field K by introducing
a congruence, induced by a given power series, on K[X\, the set of polynomials
over K, which he called syntactic algebra, too. In this way, he advanced the
theory of formai power series using high sophisticated algebraic technics [5].
In this paper, we compare both concepts by regarding them as algebras over
a semiring R and dealing with the characteristic power series of a language.

(*) Received June 1982, revised December 1982.
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Saarbrücken, R.F.A.
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We call AL = R[ML] the syntactic algebra and jrfs = R [X\ modulo the
congruence induced by char (L) the characteristic algebra. Our results are:
— s/s is a quotient of ALi for any semiring R and language L;
— we define the property of a language to be (syntactically) separable and
prove: L separabel => sés = AL for any R;
the converse is true for R — B;
— s#s is the syntactic monoid of a language L related to some submonoid,
where L is the nondeterministic version of L.
— sés is a submonoid of the syntactic monoid of L.
The autor is very grateful to G. Hotz and Ch. Reutenauer for suggestions
and discussions.
1. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

Let X be a finite alphabet and X* the free monoid generated by X with
neutral element 1. For each language Lc:X*, the syntactic monoid ML is the
quotient of X* modulo the syntactic congruence ~L which is defined (see [2]):
for all w, w'eX*:
w~w'

o

for all contexts M, veX* holds

(uwveLouw'veL).

The monoid homomorphism CT : X*^>ML: =X*/~Li w->vv, is called the
syntactic morphism.
We define 0 : = {weX*/for all ti, veX* : uwv$L}>
A généralisation of this concept is the restriction of X* to any submonoid
M of X*. The syntactic monoid of a language L related to some submonoid
M^X*is(see[2]):
Syn(M, L):

={[X]/XGM}

and:
je[x]

o

for all contexts u, veM :

(uxveLouyveL).

By définition: Syn(X*, L) = ML.
It is easy to see that Syn(M, L) divides Syn(Z*5 L)5 that is: There exists a
submonoid S<=Syn(X*, L) and a monoid epimorphism S -• Syn(M, L).
Let R dénotes any semiring. For a monoid M, R[M] is the set of all
polynomials in M with coefficients in R:
R[M] : = {/>= £a w w/weM, a^e.R, aw = 0 for allmost all w}
R.A.I.R.O. Informatique théorique/Theoretical Informaties
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With addition:
and multiplication:

w=£( £ aubv)w,
w

w — uv

R [M] is a monoid algebra.
In this monoid algebra we identify the zero in R and the zero in the monoid
(if it exists): 0K = 0 M , that is, we always deal with the contracted algebra of
a monoid (see [1]).
We shall often use the following theorem:
LEMMA 0: Let A, B, C be monoids (monoid algebras). Let f : A -• B,
g : A^C monoid epimorphism (monoid algebra epimorphism):
1) There exists a canonical monoid (algebra) epimorphism h : B -• C, such
that hof=gi ifff(a) = f(a') implies g(a)=g(a/) for all a, a'eA;
2) h is an isomorphism iff f (a) = f (a') o g (à) = g (a').
Proof: Define h: B^C with h(b) : =g(a) if f{a) = b.

2. SYNTACTIC CONGRUENCES

Let X be a finite alphabet and LaX*.
DÉFINITION 1: We write R(X)
instead of R[X*] and call R(X} the
algebra of polynomials over R.
A series S = £ sw w, where sweR and w e X*, is called a formai power series
in X with coefficients in R.
The characteristic power series of a formai language LczX* is 5 = ^s w w s
where s w = 1 iff weL and sw = 0 elsewhere. It is sometimes denoted by L.

We define (S, .) :

This sum is finite, because p is a polynomial.
DÉFINITION

2: Let S be a formai power series on X. We define a congruence

by:
/? = 4
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We give some properties and show, that = is really a congruence satisfying
the two opérations in R < X} :
LEMMA 1: For all p, qeR(X},

we have:

1) P^qtP'^q'^P+p'^q
+ q'yP.p'^q.q';
2) p = qo for all u, veX* : (5, upv) — (S, uqv);
3) for all w, w' e X* : w = w' <=> w ~ w'.

Proof: 1) is easy to see;
2) follows because of 1) and the linearity of (S, .);
3) w~w'ofor all u, veX* : uwveLouw'veL;
o for all M, veX* : (5, uwv)=lo(S,
uw / t?)=l;
o for all M, i ; e l * : (S, uwv) = (S, uw'v);
DÉFINITION 3: We define sés : =R(X}/=
and call J/ S > remembering that
it dépends on the characteristic power series of a language, the characteristic
algebra ofL and the algebra homomorphism % : R < X} - • J / S the characteristic
homomorphism of L.
The syntactic morphism a : .Y* -> ML extends to an algebra homomorphism
(also called) a : R < X} -> R [ML]9 defined by linear extension:

DÉFINITION

4: We write AL instead of R [ML] and call:

AL : = (X a w w/vveML, et- eR, a- = 0 for allmost all w } ,
the syntactic algebra of L.
An obvious question is: Is there a relation between the characteristic algebra
and the syntactic algebra of a language? A first answer is:
LEMMA 2: sé$ is a quotient of AL. There exists a monoid algebra epimorphism
% : AL -> s/sProof: Because AL is a free ü monoid, we may define <& on the basis weML:
WÏ-+%

(w)

if

WSG"1 (W).

Using Lemma 1,3 we see that *€ is a well defined algebra epimorphism.

3. SYNTACTICAL SEPARABILITY

Let Lc=X* and S the characteristic power series of L.
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Let R = B, the Boolean semiring with éléments 0 and 1.
DÉFINITION

5: A language L is (syntactically) separable iff for all weX*,

w£0, exists a context u, veX*
w'eX* : uw'veL=> w~w'.

such that: (a) uwveL;

{b) for all

In other words, L is separable, if for each class w ^ O a special context exists
that only takes the class w into the language and no other class.
Some examples may help for a better understanding.
Examples:
1) the Goldstine language is separable:
X= { a, b) ;
L={ abaaba3 b ...
anb/n^\};
2)X={a};
L1=a+={ai/i^l}
is not separable; L2= {a2i/i^0} is
separable;
3) X= {a, b, c}; L— {aa9 ba, ac, bc} is not separable;
4) L=D, the Dyck language is not separable;
5) let # a morphism on a group, then ( ^~ 1 (1) is separable.
Proof: Hints: In 1) observe that, for instance, choosing w = aba and
w' = abaabaa, w * w' and wabeL and w' ab e L, but w aba3 beL and
W aba3b$L. In 4) choose w=))(( and w'=)(, for example.
LEMMA 3: For allp = w1-\-... +w„, q = Wx -f . . . H-w^eB<X>:
/; = 4 o / o r a// w, u e l * the following holà: ww; y e L for
X^i^nouw'jVeL
for some l ^ j ^ m .
Proof: Follows from the fact that:

(S, upv)=l

o

some

uWiVeL for some l ^ i ^ n .

Now we give the main resuit in this section.
THEOREM \:.L separableoAL^s#s;
that is, the algebra homomorphism <£
defined in Lemma 2 is bijective.
Proof: " => " Using Lemma 2 it remains to show:

îor M
; au bjsB; ah
We may assume that wh w^O for each f, j .
Let us fix some wt.
Claim: there exists;e{ 1, . . . , m} : W!~H$.
vol. 17, n° 3, 1983
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Proof of the claim: From the définition of separability exists a special
context u, veX* such that uwiveL and from %(p) = %(q) and Lemma 3 exists
/ e { 1, .. ., m} : uwiveL. It follows Wi~w'j.
We have shown: To each summand wt in p exists a summand Wj in q such
that wt = Wj and vice versa.
Thus <?(/?) = a (<?).
•" <= " L being not separable means: there exists w e P such that for ail
M, u e l * : «wu £ L or there exists w' e X* with the property ww' veL and w' ^ w.
It follows w + w'#w', but for ail u,
(5, uCw + wO^^CS, uwv) + (S, uw'v) = (S, uw'v).
Let us assume for a moment, that B is any semiring R. It can be
proved by similar arguments that L separable is a sufficient condition for
AL^J^S,
but in contrary not a necessary condition: choose R^Q and L = a+
in example 3) and compute kernel of a=kernel of x =
REMARK:

and therefore AL ^ s/s4. CHARACTERISTIC ALGE BRAS AND SYNTACTIC MONOIDS

Again, let X be a finite alphabet, LaX*

and S= ^ sww. Ail
weL

homomorphisms considered are monoid homomorphisms.
Let B be the basisring of s/sDÉFINITION 6: L e t X = X U { [ , ], +, 0 } ; X0 = X[J{0}:

it exists i l9 z2, . . . , ! „ : x lti x 2l - 2 . . .

xnineL}.

We call L the nondeterministic version of L (see [6]).
Example: L = D, the Dyck language; L the Greibach language.
We want to show, that s/s the characteristic algebra of L is isomorphic to
the syntactic monoid of L related to some submonoid of X*. But there is a
small problem. There is always a zero in j / s , but is there one in the syntactic
monoid? The answer is yes, because we had forced it by adjoining the special
symbol " 0 " to the alphabet. It is easy to see, that a word " . . . [0]..." represents
the zero in the syntactic monoid.
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Let M be the free submonoid of %? with basis:
{M/xeI*\{[ , ]},x = x i + . . . + x

where some xt may be 1}.
Let S : = S y n ( ^ , L) the syntactic of L related to M\ S = Jt\± , where for
w, w'eJf:
wJLw' o

for all u, i?e^# :

MwreL <*>

uw'veL.

We need the following fact:
LEMMA

4: For all w, w'e {[xi + . . . + x„]/XieX$ } :

w JLW' o

/or a// u, ve [X*] U { 1} :

uwv e L

o

uW veL.

Proof: Is easy to see.
There exists a homomorphism p : Jt -• B < X>, defined on the basis of M
by:

where Xi = 0B< x > if 0 is a factor in xf and xi = xI otherwise.
It is easy to see, that p is a monoid epimorphism.
Let us recall our situation (all mappings are considered as monoid
homomorphisms) :
^\

S *'•

a

We want to show that there exists a monoid isomorphism \|/ : j / s -» 5.
Claim: for x, j> in the basis of Jt\
XP W = XP Cv) <=> 5(x)
Proof of the claim: Let:

o for all w, i;el* : (uxiveL for some iouyjVeL
o f o r all w, ve[X*] U { 1} :
o for all u, veJt :
vol. 17, n° 3, 1983
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We have proved:
THEOREM 2: jtfs = S; there exists a monoid isomorphism between the
characteristic algebra of a language and the syntactic monoid of the
nondeterministic version of the language related so some submonoid.
In gênerai, S = S y n ( ^ , L) divides Syn(X*, L), the syntactic monoid. But
we can prove still more.

LEMMA 5: S y n ( ^ , L) is a submonoid of Syn(X*9 L).
Proof: Claim: for all xv, w'eJ? : w^:w'ow~w'.

Proofofthe claim: Observe that for u, u e l * \ J f : uwv$L. We have shown:
S y n ( ^ , L)= {xeSyn(X*, L)/it exists y e M : x~y}.
THEOREM 2: s/s <= Syn (X*, L); the characteristic algebra of a language is a
submonoid of the syntactic algebra of the nondeterministic version of the
language.

Let L b e a contextfree language. Then L, the nondeterministic version of L,
is also contextfree.
COROLLARY: For all contextfree languages L c= X* exist a contextfree language
Lcz(XU{[ , ], + , 0})* suchthat:
1) £$ L is the syntactic monoid of L related to a submonoid

^ c ( I U { [ , ], +,0})*.
2) sé L is a submonoid of the syntactic monoid of L.
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